Workforce Automation

Why do you need a mobile strategy?

80% of business leaders think that "mobile-first" companies will transform work.

55% of business leaders ranked mobility at the top of their list of strategic priorities.

50% of business leaders believe mobile will be a comprehensive mobile strategy.

How is a tech-enabled mobile workforce different from a traditional one?

Device-free workers

Cargo shippers

Field forces

Active office workers

Social meeting attenders

Multi-office workers

Intra-office communities

Paper oriented approach

- Offline check-in for work orders
- Paper-dependent forms
- Manual recording on paper forms
- Offers check-out to turn in paperwork and reports

Technology enabled approach

- Remote login to work
- Electronic recording in field and real-time updating
- Electronic record of compliance reporting
- Increased productivity of field workforces and accuracy of data

What are the benefits of Enterprise Mobility solutions?

- Improved Accuracy
  - Simplifies proof of labor
  - Minors streamlining order
- Boosted Productivity
  - Enables remote work
  - Provides greater visibility
  - Location-aware data to increase sales
- Better, Faster Reporting
  - Dashboard through key performance metrics
  - Access customer details through automated capture of operations

What are the factors to consider when choosing an Enterprise Mobility solutions provider?

- Are the mobile devices and apps cost-effective?
- Can the solution be customized to your specific business requirements?
- Is it available on both iOS, Android, and Windows?
- Does it have the ability to integrate with existing ERP/CRM systems?

A one stop shop which can offer Enterprise Mobility solutions with nationwide network connectivity and 24/7 technology support is ideally suited to your needs.

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/39553138/enterprise-mobility-solutions-mobile-workforce
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